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Comments: The project proposed for Holland lake is one of the most unreasonable projects. You will give up

Forest Service Land for a For Profit industry, charge more for camping, and picnicking, and would charge a toll

for the roads if you could. 

 

This project is one that will bring great harm to the land, water, and wildlife of Montana. Overdeveloping a piece

of property in the name of tourism is not in our best interest.  With the changes to our wildlife habitat, it is

unreasonable for you to be cramming more buildings in the way of wildlife migration paths.

 

Build more buildings and change the path of the wind currents, changing the path of seed dispersal and blocking

the sun from reaching the vegetation at the bottom of the forest floor. More cars create emissions, people dump

more garbage in the lake, along the trails, and antagonize wildlife all for the sake of a selfie and a few more

dollars in the bank.

 

Stop prostituting our resources in the name of progress and profit. Montana is not the rich man's playground, it is

the spiritual man's home and we are sick and tired of all the freakshows you are passing off as good for the

economy when our wildlife is dying in the name of the all-mighty dollar.

 

I oppose this project because it is not conducive to the area which sports a peaceful, meditative environment

where I can communicate with God when I visit the area. Someone should zone areas such as these as natural,

primitive, havens of spiritual healing places where one can heal their soul.

 

Shoving 32 buildings in the place of six does not measure up to the same quality of quiet, as they will divert the

path of the wind, allow for more harassment of wildlife, and create more greenhouse gas admissions that the six

buildings that are presently there.

 

 


